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Noord Connect
Noord Connect, founded in 2010, is an international freight forwarder, which provides
a full range of services for storage, handling, transportation and customs clearance of
goods of various categories, including dangerous goods of all classes and goods
requiring observance of temperature regime.
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Noord Connect
Noord Connect, founded in 2010, is an international
freight forwarder, which provides a full range of
services for storage, handling, transportation and
customs clearance of goods of various categories,
including dangerous goods of all classes and goods
requiring observance of temperature regime.

The main specialization of the company is export air and multimodal

transportations to Asian and African countries, road transportations of

cargoes from European Union countries to Russia, countries of Central

Asia and Middle East. The company delivers cargoes by air, sea, rail

and road transport. During the period of Noord Connect activity, the

total number of cargoes carried by air transport is more than 500 tons,

and the maximum weight of one cargo area is 5100 kg, which is twice

the permissible weight (additional weight was carried by special

permit).

 History of the company
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 Since 2010, Noord Connect's management has visited more than 50

countries to conclude direct agency contracts and expand the

luggage knowledge on the specifics of transportation and handling of

goods in different regions of the world.

By 2015, the company's management decided to conduct a large-scale

certification of personnel according to International Air Transport

Association standards.

In 2016, the company trained its employees according to the

standards of Federal Service for Technical and Export Control and

began to provide services for export clearance and air transport of

dangerous and dual-use cargoes.

Noord Connect is a member of the Russian Chamber of Commerce and

Industry, the Russian Association of Freight Forwarding and Logistic

Organizations and the international freight forwarders association

Lognet Global.

At present, the company is rapidly developing and developing new

regions for transportation, and at the same time opens new markets

for Russian manufacturers.

 Services

 The company Noord Connect provides the following types of

services:

Services of
warehouse

storage and cargo
handling

The work is carried out taking into account physical peculiarities and

special requirements to different types of cargoes, including special

temperature regime and safe storage for cargoes with high value. On

the basis of the rented warehouse of the companies the own shop for

checking and packing of cargoes of any class of danger according to

International Air Transport Association standards is created.

Registration of cargo insurance policy for the whole period of
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Cargo insurancetransportation, which implies full compensation of cargo cost in case

of any force majeure situations on water, land or in the sky.

ConsultingConsulting services in the sphere of logistics, organization of cargo

transportation and realization of project deliveries; cost reduction;

solution of tasks related to purchase, transportation, certification,

customs clearance and distribution of goods.

Delivery of aircraft
spare parts and

components

Delivery of aircraft spare parts and components for aircraft (ship spare

parts, turbine and pumping equipment parts) and helicopters of

Russian and foreign production to various regions of the world.

Supplied equipment has all necessary certificates and fully complies

with flight safety requirements.

 Transportation geography

 Noord Connect has extensive experience in transportation to hard-to-

reach and unpopular regions, as: Sudan (trade agency and air delivery

of general cargo and hazard class 1 cargo), Myanmar, Papua New

Guinea, New Zealand (organization of multimodal transportation of

hazard class 1 cargo with air to sea transshipment), Democratic

Republic of the Congo (air delivery of hazard class 1 cargo),

Afghanistan (delivery of aviation spare parts), Guatemala, Tajikistan,

Venezuela and other successful projects that have been implemented

in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

To date, the сompany has transported various types of cargo to 184

destinations in 84 countries.
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Partners of the
Company

Noord Connect cooperates with a network of agents covering almost

90 percent of all airports and airfields of the world - terminals

Moscow-Cargo, Sheremetyevo-Cargo and Vnukovo-Cargo. The

presence in all key seaports allows us to effectively provide logistics

and forwarding services. In addition, the company has a developed

network of partners in Africa, Latin America, the Middle East and

Central Asia, which allows to perform specific tasks of clients.

Noord Connect also conducts trade and forwarding activities in Hong

Kong and China. Due to the established relations with the leading

container lines, consolidation terminals and air carriers located on the

territory of China (e.g. ports of Fuzhou, Shanghai, Shenzhen), the

company is able to deliver goods to European and CIS countries in a

short time and at favorable tariffs.

Plans for the
future

Noord Connect plans to purchase/leasing its own fleet of cargo

aircraft, the purchase of which will optimize the transportation of

cargo and make more profitable offers to customers.
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Member of the Chamber
of Commerce and
Industry, the Russian
Association of Freight
Forwarding and Logistic
Organizations and the
international freight
forwarders association
Lognet Global

The total amount of cargoes
transported by the company by
air transport is over 500 tons

Noord Connect has extensive
experience in transportation to
hard-to-reach and unpopular
regions

The company has transported various types of cargo to

184destinations

in 84 countries worldwide
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Contacts

Russia, Moscow, 2/4, Luzhnetskaya naberezhnaya, Building 1

  +7 749 563-99-49

  info@nw-amb.com
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Brand page

https://monolith.madeinrussia.ru/en/catalog/3355 pr@madeinrussia.ru

The Made in Russia project is a digital trading and media platform. It includes a business information agency Made in Russia in 12
languages, as well as a digital trading house selling and promoting goods and services abroad. Companies registered on the platform
receive the right to use the Made in Russia project logo, access to a loyalty programme, services and facilities.


